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Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure poised for 5th INRC title 

 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ians/gaurav-gill-of-team-mahindra-adventure-poised-

for-5th-inrc-title-118012000899_1.html 

The sixth and final round of the MRF FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 2017, the MRF 43rd K-

1000 Rally, is poised for a thrilling finish here on Sunday, with favourite and current points 

leader Gaurav Gill looking to claim his fifth championship title. 

Three-time Asia Pacific Rally Champion Gill (co-driver Musa Sherif) is sitting pretty on 75 points but can't 

afford to pull his foot off the pedal completely as Dean Mascarenhas (who has already sealed the INRC 3 

category championship) with 63 points, can still claim the overall championship if he wins this round and 

Gill finishes no higher than 11th place. 

The MRF 43rd K-1000 Rally 2017 will see 29 teams compete for top honours. It will take place near the 

Kadavigere gate, about two hours away from the city, and boasts of two special stages of 14.9 km and 

8.9 km. 

The teams will run through the two special stages thrice, adding up to roughly 72 km of special stages. 

"It has been another exciting season of Indian rallying. I want to thank MRF Tyres, Mahindra Adventure, 

CARTAir, Isuzu, Arunachal Tourism, York, Arya & Century Club for their support" Arindam Ghosh, RRPM's 

Director, the promoters of the MRF FMSCI INRC, said on the eve of the rally. 

"Gill has dominated despite missing out on one round. 

He has won the other three rounds but he must bring it to the finish here to win the championship," he 

added. 

Defending champion Karna Kadur and Nikhil Vittal Pai are trailing in fourth position with 43 points after 

courting disaster in Jaipur and Arunachal. INRC 2 category driver Karna will, however, give it his best 

shot on home turf. 

He can still make the podium by upstaging Rahul Kanthraj, who is just ahead of him with 47 points. 

Last year's K-1000 Rally winner, Amittrajit Ghosh (40 points) in the second Team Mahindra Adventure 

XUV 500 will try and make it two wins in a row come Sunday. 

In the INRC 2 category, Rahul Kanthraj and Vivek Y Bhatt (79 points) look good to take the championship 

but must finish ahead of Younus Ilyas and Harish K. N., who with 58 points can still pip them to the post. 
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In the overall team championship, Mahindra Adventure leads Arka Motorsports by 35 points with both 

having a chance of winning the championship. 
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Gaurav Gill wins Round 3 of INRC 

http://www.ianslive.in/index.php?param=news/Gaurav_Gill_of_Team_Mahindra_Adventure_poised_fo

r_5th_INRC_title-576655/SPORTS/9  

The sixth and final round of the MRF FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 2017, the MRF 43rd K-

1000 Rally, is poised for a thrilling finish here on Sunday, with favourite and current points 

leader Gaurav Gill looking to claim his fifth championship title. 

Three-time Asia Pacific Rally Champion Gill (co-driver Musa Sherif) is sitting pretty on 75 points but can't 

afford to pull his foot off the pedal completely as Dean Mascarenhas (who has already sealed the INRC 3 

category championship) with 63 points, can still claim the overall championship if he wins this round and 

Gill finishes no higher than 11th place. 

The MRF 43rd K-1000 Rally 2017 will see 29 teams compete for top honours. It will take place near the 

Kadavigere gate, about two hours away from the city, and boasts of two special stages of 14.9 km and 

8.9 km. 

The teams will run through the two special stages thrice, adding up to roughly 72 km of special stages. 

"It has been another exciting season of Indian rallying. I want to thank MRF Tyres, Mahindra Adventure, 

CARTAir, Isuzu, Arunachal Tourism, York, Arya & Century Club for their support" Arindam Ghosh, RRPM's 

Director, the promoters of the MRF FMSCI INRC, said on the eve of the rally. 

"Gill has dominated despite missing out on one round. 

He has won the other three rounds but he must bring it to the finish here to win the championship," he 

added. 

Defending champion Karna Kadur and Nikhil Vittal Pai are trailing in fourth position with 43 points after 

courting disaster in Jaipur and Arunachal. INRC 2 category driver Karna will, however, give it his best 

shot on home turf. 

He can still make the podium by upstaging Rahul Kanthraj, who is just ahead of him with 47 points. 

Last year's K-1000 Rally winner, Amittrajit Ghosh (40 points) in the second Team Mahindra Adventure 

XUV 500 will try and make it two wins in a row come Sunday. 

In the INRC 2 category, Rahul Kanthraj and Vivek Y Bhatt (79 points) look good to take the championship 

but must finish ahead of Younus Ilyas and Harish K. N., who with 58 points can still pip them to the post. 
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In the overall team championship, Mahindra Adventure leads Arka Motorsports by 35 points with both 

having a chance of winning the championship. 
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Gaurav Gill wins Round 3 of INRC 

https://www.canindia.com/gaurav-gill-of-team-mahindra-adventure-poised-for-5th-inrc-title/ 

The sixth and final round of the MRF FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 2017, the MRF 43rd K-

1000 Rally, is poised for a thrilling finish here on Sunday, with favourite and current points 

leader Gaurav Gill looking to claim his fifth championship title. 

Three-time Asia Pacific Rally Champion Gill (co-driver Musa Sherif) is sitting pretty on 75 points but can't 

afford to pull his foot off the pedal completely as Dean Mascarenhas (who has already sealed the INRC 3 

category championship) with 63 points, can still claim the overall championship if he wins this round and 

Gill finishes no higher than 11th place. 

The MRF 43rd K-1000 Rally 2017 will see 29 teams compete for top honours. It will take place near the 

Kadavigere gate, about two hours away from the city, and boasts of two special stages of 14.9 km and 

8.9 km. 

The teams will run through the two special stages thrice, adding up to roughly 72 km of special stages. 

"It has been another exciting season of Indian rallying. I want to thank MRF Tyres, Mahindra Adventure, 

CARTAir, Isuzu, Arunachal Tourism, York, Arya & Century Club for their support" Arindam Ghosh, RRPM's 

Director, the promoters of the MRF FMSCI INRC, said on the eve of the rally. 

"Gill has dominated despite missing out on one round. 

He has won the other three rounds but he must bring it to the finish here to win the championship," he 

added. 

Defending champion Karna Kadur and Nikhil Vittal Pai are trailing in fourth position with 43 points after 

courting disaster in Jaipur and Arunachal. INRC 2 category driver Karna will, however, give it his best 

shot on home turf. 

He can still make the podium by upstaging Rahul Kanthraj, who is just ahead of him with 47 points. 

Last year's K-1000 Rally winner, Amittrajit Ghosh (40 points) in the second Team Mahindra Adventure 

XUV 500 will try and make it two wins in a row come Sunday. 

In the INRC 2 category, Rahul Kanthraj and Vivek Y Bhatt (79 points) look good to take the championship 

but must finish ahead of Younus Ilyas and Harish K. N., who with 58 points can still pip them to the post. 
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In the overall team championship, Mahindra Adventure leads Arka Motorsports by 35 points with both 

having a chance of winning the championship. 
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Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure set for fifth INRC title 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/sports/racing/top-stories/gaurav-gill-of-team-mahindra-adventure-

set-for-fifth-inrc-title/articleshow/62584618.cms 

 

The sixth and final round of the MRF FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 2017, the MRF 43rd K-

1000 Rally, is poised for a thrilling finish on Sunday, with favourite and current points leader Gaurav 

Gill looking to claim his fifth championship title. 

 

Three-time Asia Pacific Rally Champion Gill (co-driver Musa Sherif) is sitting pretty on 75 points. 

 

However, Dean Mascarenhas, who has already sealed the INRC 3 category championship with 63 points, 

can still claim the overall championship if he wins this round and Gill finishes no higher than 11th place. 

 

The MRF K-1000 rally will see 29 teams compete for top honours. It will take place near the Kadavigere 

gate, about two hours from the city, and boasts of two special stages of 14.9 km and 8.9 km. 

 

The teams will run through the two special stages thrice, adding up to roughly 72 km of special stages. 

 

In the INRC 2 category, Rahul Kanthraj and Vivek Y Bhatt (79 points) look good to take the championship 

but must finish ahead of Younus Ilyas and Harish KN, who with 58 points can still pip them to the post. 

 

In the overall team championship, Mahindra Adventure leads Arka Motorsports by 35 points with both 

having a chance of winning the championship. 
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Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure set for fifth INRC title 

http://www.india.com/news/agencies/gaurav-gill-of-team-mahindra-adventure-set-for-5th-inrc-title-

2854336/ 

 

The sixth and final round of the MRF FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 2017, the MRF 43rd K-

1000 Rally, is poised for a thrilling finish on Sunday, with favourite and current points leader Gaurav 

Gill looking to claim his fifth championship title. 

 

Three-time Asia Pacific Rally Champion Gill (co-driver Musa Sherif) is sitting pretty on 75 points. 

 

However, Dean Mascarenhas, who has already sealed the INRC 3 category championship with 63 points, 

can still claim the overall championship if he wins this round and Gill finishes no higher than 11th place. 

 

The MRF K-1000 rally will see 29 teams compete for top honours. It will take place near the Kadavigere 

gate, about two hours from the city, and boasts of two special stages of 14.9 km and 8.9 km. 

 

The teams will run through the two special stages thrice, adding up to roughly 72 km of special stages. 

 

In the INRC 2 category, Rahul Kanthraj and Vivek Y Bhatt (79 points) look good to take the championship 

but must finish ahead of Younus Ilyas and Harish KN, who with 58 points can still pip them to the post. 

 

In the overall team championship, Mahindra Adventure leads Arka Motorsports by 35 points with both 

having a chance of winning the championship. 
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Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure set for fifth INRC title 

http://www.newindianexpress.com/pti-news/2018/jan/20/gaurav-gill-of-team-mahindra-adventure-

set-for-5th-inrc-title-1759744.html 

 

The sixth and final round of the MRF FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 2017, the MRF 43rd K-

1000 Rally, is poised for a thrilling finish on Sunday, with favourite and current points leader Gaurav 

Gill looking to claim his fifth championship title. 

 

Three-time Asia Pacific Rally Champion Gill (co-driver Musa Sherif) is sitting pretty on 75 points. 

 

However, Dean Mascarenhas, who has already sealed the INRC 3 category championship with 63 points, 

can still claim the overall championship if he wins this round and Gill finishes no higher than 11th place. 

 

The MRF K-1000 rally will see 29 teams compete for top honours. It will take place near the Kadavigere 

gate, about two hours from the city, and boasts of two special stages of 14.9 km and 8.9 km. 

 

The teams will run through the two special stages thrice, adding up to roughly 72 km of special stages. 

 

In the INRC 2 category, Rahul Kanthraj and Vivek Y Bhatt (79 points) look good to take the championship 

but must finish ahead of Younus Ilyas and Harish KN, who with 58 points can still pip them to the post. 

 

In the overall team championship, Mahindra Adventure leads Arka Motorsports by 35 points with both 

having a chance of winning the championship. 
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Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure set for fifth INRC title 

 

http://www.orissapost.com/tag/mrf-fmsci-indian-national-car-rally-championship/ 

 

The sixth and final round of the MRF FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 2017, the MRF 43rd K-

1000 Rally, is poised for a thrilling finish on Sunday, with favourite and current points leader Gaurav 

Gill looking to claim his fifth championship title. 

 

Three-time Asia Pacific Rally Champion Gill (co-driver Musa Sherif) is sitting pretty on 75 points. 

 

However, Dean Mascarenhas, who has already sealed the INRC 3 category championship with 63 points, 

can still claim the overall championship if he wins this round and Gill finishes no higher than 11th place. 

 

The MRF K-1000 rally will see 29 teams compete for top honours. It will take place near the Kadavigere 

gate, about two hours from the city, and boasts of two special stages of 14.9 km and 8.9 km. 

 

The teams will run through the two special stages thrice, adding up to roughly 72 km of special stages. 

 

In the INRC 2 category, Rahul Kanthraj and Vivek Y Bhatt (79 points) look good to take the championship 

but must finish ahead of Younus Ilyas and Harish KN, who with 58 points can still pip them to the post. 

 

In the overall team championship, Mahindra Adventure leads Arka Motorsports by 35 points with both 

having a chance of winning the championship. 
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Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure set for fifth INRC title 

https://www.indiatoday.in/pti-feed/story/gaurav-gill-of-team-mahindra-adventure-set-for-5th-inrc-title-

1150457-2018-01-20 

 

The sixth and final round of the MRF FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 2017, the MRF 43rd K-

1000 Rally, is poised for a thrilling finish on Sunday, with favourite and current points leader Gaurav 

Gill looking to claim his fifth championship title. 

 

Three-time Asia Pacific Rally Champion Gill (co-driver Musa Sherif) is sitting pretty on 75 points. 

 

However, Dean Mascarenhas, who has already sealed the INRC 3 category championship with 63 points, 

can still claim the overall championship if he wins this round and Gill finishes no higher than 11th place. 

 

The MRF K-1000 rally will see 29 teams compete for top honours. It will take place near the Kadavigere 

gate, about two hours from the city, and boasts of two special stages of 14.9 km and 8.9 km. 

 

The teams will run through the two special stages thrice, adding up to roughly 72 km of special stages. 

 

In the INRC 2 category, Rahul Kanthraj and Vivek Y Bhatt (79 points) look good to take the championship 

but must finish ahead of Younus Ilyas and Harish KN, who with 58 points can still pip them to the post. 

 

In the overall team championship, Mahindra Adventure leads Arka Motorsports by 35 points with both 

having a chance of winning the championship. 
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Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure set for fifth INRC title 

https://just2minute.com/story.php?id=6820-mrf-fmsci-indian-national-rally-championship-2017-gaurav-

gill-wins-round-3-as-his-competition-hits-trouble 

 

The sixth and final round of the MRF FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 2017, the MRF 43rd K-

1000 Rally, is poised for a thrilling finish on Sunday, with favourite and current points leader Gaurav 

Gill looking to claim his fifth championship title. 

 

Three-time Asia Pacific Rally Champion Gill (co-driver Musa Sherif) is sitting pretty on 75 points. 

 

However, Dean Mascarenhas, who has already sealed the INRC 3 category championship with 63 points, 

can still claim the overall championship if he wins this round and Gill finishes no higher than 11th place. 

 

The MRF K-1000 rally will see 29 teams compete for top honours. It will take place near the Kadavigere 

gate, about two hours from the city, and boasts of two special stages of 14.9 km and 8.9 km. 

 

The teams will run through the two special stages thrice, adding up to roughly 72 km of special stages. 

 

In the INRC 2 category, Rahul Kanthraj and Vivek Y Bhatt (79 points) look good to take the championship 

but must finish ahead of Younus Ilyas and Harish KN, who with 58 points can still pip them to the post. 

 

In the overall team championship, Mahindra Adventure leads Arka Motorsports by 35 points with both 

having a chance of winning the championship. 
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Gill the favourite 

http://www.thehindu.com/sport/motorsport/gill-the-favourite/article22482150.ece 

 

Gaurav Gill (co-driver Musa Sherif) enters the MRF K-1000 Rally — the sixth and final round of the MRF 

FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship (INRC) — as the favourite to claim the overall title. 

Three-time Asia Pacific Rally Champion Gill (75 points) sits on top, with Dean Mascarenhas second (63). 

The latter can claim the overall championship if he wins this round, and Gill finishes no higher than 11th 

place. 

The K-1000 Rally, to be held on Sunday, will take place near Kadavigere gate. The teams will run through 

two special stages — of 14.9 km and 8.9 km — three times. 
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Gill wins national rally title 

http://www.ianslive.in/index.php?param=news/Gill_wins_national_rally_title-576745/SPORTS/9 

 

Mahindra Adventures Gaurav Gill annexed his fifth Indian National Rally Championship (INRC) trophy, 

speeding away to a grand victory in the MRF K-1000 Rally here on Sunday. 

Gill underlined his class and control once again, winning all the five Special Stages without having to look 

too much into his rear view mirror.  

He recorded an overall timing of 55 minutes and 41.6 seconds in the 97.26 kilometre race on Sunday, 

almost three minutes ahead of the second finisher, to take his final tally to 100 points. 

Gill, along with co-driver Musa Sherif (110 points), has been unbeaten in this year's tournament, 

romping home in each of the four rounds that he had taken part in.  

He missed Round 4, the Rally of Chikmagalur, as it coincided with his assault on the APRC, but that didn't 

stop him from being crowned the undisputed king. 

"It was a perfect day, a perfect finish for us," Gill said. 

"The first couple of stages were slippery but we managed to handle them well; we controlled the rally 

thereafter," he added. 

Dean Mascarenhas, despite rolling into a ditch in the first Super Stage and falling behind by over 16 

minutes, managed to take the second place in the overall standings. 

Dean (and co-driver Shruptha Padival), who entered the sixth and final round with a slim outside chance 

of upsetting Gill, picked up a puncture in SS2 but hung on to keep pace with the rest of the field in the 

remaining stages.  

But the initial meltdown meant that he finished eighth (third in his category) and could add only four 

points to his final tally. 

It didn't affect him in his category though, as he had already sealed the INRC 3 trophy in the last round 

itself. 

Defending INRC champion Karna Kadur, however, took advantage of his bad luck and familiar home 

conditions to force his way to the third position in the K-1000. 

It ensured him two podium finishes too, the second place in his INRC 2 category and the third place in 

the overall Championship.  

http://www.ianslive.in/index.php?param=news/Gill_wins_national_rally_title-576745/SPORTS/9


 

Arjun Rao finally showed his true class, taking the second place in the rally but he had to be content with 

a sixth-place finish in the Championship thanks to DNFS in three rounds. 

As expected, Rahul Kanthraj claimed the INRC 2 trophy, despite finishing third (fourth overall) in his 

category.  

The only one who could have upstaged him, Younus Ilyas, pulled out during SS4 to fade out of his 

Championship battle with Rahul. He eventually had to settle for the third place, with Karna jumping a 

place to take the second position. 

The FMSCI 2WD Cup was taken by Chetan Shivram and Rupesh Kholay, as they posted one more victory 

here. 

Defending K-1000 champion Amittrajit Ghosh, who was hovering in the 3rd to 5th position all the way, 

crashed in the sixth and final stage to take the fifth place overall. His car got completely smashed but he 

and his co-driver, Ashwin Naik, got away with minor injuries.  
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Gaurav Gill Clinches Fifth MRF FMSCI INRC Title 

https://www.motoroids.com/motorsport/gaurav-gill-clinches-fifth-mrf-fmsci-inrc-title/ 

 

Mahindra Adventure’s Gaurav Gill clinched his fifth MRF-FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 

trophy, speeding away to a grand victory in the MRF 43rd K-1000 Rally on Sunday (January 21, 2018). 

The three-time APRC champion won all the five Special Stages without having to look too much into his 

rearview mirror. He recorded an overall timing of 00:55:41.6 minutes, almost three minutes ahead of 

the second finisher, to take his final tally to a perfect 100 points. 

Gill, along with co-driver Musa Sherif (110 points), has been unbeaten in the MRF INRC 2017, romping 

home in each of the four rounds that he had taken part in. He missed Round 4, the Rally of Chikmagalur, 

as it coincided with his assault on the APRC, but that didn’t stop him from winning the championship. 

  

MRF FMSCI INRC 2017 CHAMPIONSHIP (FINAL TALLY) 

• INRC Drivers: 1. Gaurav Gill (100 points) & Musa Sherif (110); 2. Dean Mascarenhas (67) & 

Shruptha Padival (69); 3. Karna Kadur (58) & Nikhil Vittal Pai (58). 

• INRC 2 Drivers: 1. Rahul Kanthraj & Vivek Y Bhatt (97) 2. Karna Kadur & Nikhil Vittal Pai (75); 3. 

Younus Ilyas & Harish K.N. (58) 

• INRC 3 Drivers: 1. Dean Mascarenhas (115) & Shruptha Padival (118); 2. Saddam Ali Sheikh (54) ; 

3. Daraius N Shroff (51) 

o **Co-drivers Nitin Jacob (54) and Mrinmoy Saha (53) took the second and third places in this 

category. 

• FMSCI 2WD Cup: 1. Chetan Shivram & Rupesh Koley (75); 2. Fabid Ahmer & Sanath G (61); 3. 

Suraj Thomas (48) 

o **Co-drivers Suraj M (66) and Thomas Paul 33 took the second and third places. 

 

 

https://www.motoroids.com/motorsport/gaurav-gill-clinches-fifth-mrf-fmsci-inrc-title/
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MRF FMSCI INRC: GAURAV GILL CLAIMS FIFTH NATIONAL RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE WITH K1000 

VICTORY 

https://predictiondady.com/gaurav-gill-wins-round-3-of-inrc/ 

ahindra Adventure's Gaurav Gill, also three-time Asia Pacific Rally Champion, won the MRF 43rd K1000 

Rally in Bangalore on Sunday. The victory ensured that he took home the 2017 MRF FMSC Indian 

National Rally Championship title, his fifth national rally championship title. 

Gaurav Gill and co-driver Musa Sherif celebrate winning their fifth INRC title together 

Gill once again proved his skill, winning all the five Special Stages of the event, without ever really being 

threatened by his competition. He ended the rally with a timing of 55minutes 41.6seconds, which was 

close to three minutes ahead of his nearest rival. Gill's victory ensured that he amassed a total of 100 

points, enough to clinch the title. 

Gill, and co-driver Musa Sherif (110 points) have been unbeaten in the MRF INRC 2017 championship, 

taking victory in every single one of the four rounds that they competed in. This of course, is with the 

exception of the fourth round of the championship at Chikmagalur, where Gill took part in the APRC, not 

the INRC, going on to clinch that title as well. 

https://predictiondady.com/gaurav-gill-wins-round-3-of-inrc/


 

"It was a perfect day, a perfect finish for us," Gill said. "The first couple of stages were slippery but we 

managed to handle them well; we controlled the rally thereafter," he continued. 

Finishing second in the INRC championship, despite rolling into a ditch on SS1, was Dean Mascarenhas, 

who has also won the INRC 3 title. Dean, navigated by Shruptha Padival, entered the final round of the 

championship with a slim chance of claiming the title. However, given that they rolled early on in the 

rally, they could finish no higher than eighth place (third in class), adding only 4 points to their final 

championship tally. 

Karna Kadur, the defending INRC champion, managed to take home third place in the K1000. This gave 

him second place in the INRC 2 category, and third place in the overall INRC championship. Second-place 

in the K1000 went to Arjun Rao Aroor, who finished only sixth in the championship. This was mainly due 

to the fact that he suffered DNFs in three rounds. 

Defending K-1000 champion Amittrajit Ghosh, who was hovering in the 3rd to 5th position all the way, 

crashed in the sixth and final stage to take the fifth place overall. While the car was completely totalled, 

Ghosh and co-driver Ashwin Naik got away with minor injuries. 

Fourth-place finisher at the K1000 was Rahul Kanthraj who went on to win the INRC2 championship. 

The FMSCI 2WD Cup was won by Chetan Shivram and Rupesh Kholay. 

MRF FMSCI INRC 2017 Championship (Final tally) 

INRC Drivers: 

1. Gaurav Gill (100 points) & Musa Sherif (110) 

2. Dean Mascarenhas (67) & Shruptha Padival (69) 

3. Karna Kadur (58) & Nikhil Vittal Pai (58). 

INRC 2 Drivers: 

1. Rahul Kanthraj & Vivek Y Bhatt (97) 

2. Karna Kadur & Nikhil Vittal Pai (75) 

3. Younus Ilyas & Harish K.N. (58) 

INRC 3 Drivers: 

1. Dean Mascarenhas (115) & Shruptha Padival (118) 

2. Saddam Ali Sheikh (54) 

3. Daraius N Shroff (51) 

**Co-drivers Nitin Jacob (54) and Mrinmoy Saha (53) took the second and third places in this category. 

FMSCI 2WD Cup: 

1. Chetan Shivram & Rupesh Kholay (75) 

2. Fabid Ahmer & Sanath G (61) 

3. Suraj Thomas (48) 

**Co-drivers Suraj M (66) and Thomas Paul 33 took the second and third places. 

MRF K-1000 Results 

INRC: 



 

1. Gaurav Gill (00:48:14.1) 

2. Arjuna Rao & Satish Rajagopal (00:50:18.2) 

3. Karna Kadur (00:51:10.3) 

INRC 2: 

1. Karna Kadur (00:51:10.3) 

2. G.B. Girijashankar Joshy & Chandramouli M (00:52:03.6) 

3. Rahul Kanthraj & Vivek Y Bhatt (00:52:54.2) 

INRC 3: 1. Vikram Rao Aroor & Somayya (00:52:55.2) 

2. Saddam Ali Saikh & Abhijeet Singh (00:56:22.8) 

3. Chandan M Gowda & Vinay P.M. (01:03:43.5) 

FMSCI 2WD Cup: 

1. Chetan Shivram & Rupesh Kholay (00:55:19.2) 

2. Fabid Ahmer & Sanath G (00:55:35.8) 

3. Asad Khan & Gautam C.P. (00:56:08.8) 
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Team Mahindra adventure’s Gaurav Gill clinches fifth INRC Title Triumph 
 

http://www.uniindia.com/team-mahindra-adventure-s-gaurav-gill-clinches-fifth-inrc-

title/sports/news/1115272.html 

 

Rally legend Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure sealed his fifth MRF-FMSCI Indian National Rally 

Championship (INRC) title with victory in the 43rd K-1000 Rally. 

 

Gill, also a three-time winner of the Asia Pacific Rally Championship (APRC), and co-driver Musa Sherif 

dominated the event in Bangalore in their XUV 500, remaining unbeaten across each of the five  

 

special stages, with an overall time of 55 minutes, 41.6 seconds on Sunday. 

 

Team Mahindra Adventure also clinched the 'Constructor's Trophy' for the 2017 INRC season. 

 

Gill's margin of superiority over the competition in the K-1000 was perhaps fitting, given that he has 

won every round of the INRC this year, with the exception of the Rally of Chikmagalur, which clashed 

with a round of the APRC. 

 

It also allowed him to cement his place as the INRC ahead of Dean Mascarenhas. 

 

 

 

The Mahindra Adventure team has also recently launched the Mahindra Adventure Off-Road Training 

Academy in Igatpuri to encourage off-roading amongst the adventure seekers.  

 

 

 

Mahindra Adventure Off-road Training Academy is 28-acre facility, India's first dedicated facility 

providing a one stop solution to learning everything about a Mahindra 4WD vehicle and how to use it to 

its full potential.  

 

 

 

Team Mahindra Adventure's has also been blazing the motorsport arena with their rally-prepared- Super 

XUV500, since its inception.  

http://www.uniindia.com/team-mahindra-adventure-s-gaurav-gill-clinches-fifth-inrc-title/sports/news/1115272.html
http://www.uniindia.com/team-mahindra-adventure-s-gaurav-gill-clinches-fifth-inrc-title/sports/news/1115272.html


 

 

Mahindra's cheetah inspired XUV500 won the team championship at the INRC 2016.  
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Team Mahindra adventure’s Gaurav Gill clinches fifth INRC Title Triumph 
 

https://indiablooms.com/sports-details/SN/7871/team-mahindra-adventure-rsquo-s-gaurav-gill-

clinches-fifth-inrc-title-triumph.html 

Rally legend Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure sealed his fifth MRF-FMSCI Indian National Rally 

Championship title with victory in the 43rd K-1000 Rally in Bangalore on Sunday, Jan 21. 

Gill, also a three-time winner of the Asia Pacific Rally Championship, and co-driver Musa Sherif 

dominated the event in their XUV 500, remaining unbeaten across each of the five special stages, with 

an overall time of 55 minutes, 41.6 seconds. 

Meanwhile Team Mahindra Adventure also clinched the ‘Constructor’s Trophy’ for the 2017 INRC 

season. 

Gill’s margin of superiority over the competition in the K-1000 was perhaps fitting, given that he has 

won every round of the INRC this year, with the exception of the Rally of Chikmagalur, which clashed 

with a round of the APRC. 

It also allowed him to cement his place as the Indian National Rally Champion ahead of Dean 

Mascarenhas. 

Final Tally: 

MRF FMSCI INRC 2017 Championship 

INRC Drivers: Team Mahindra Adventure 1. Gaurav Gill (100 points) & Musa Sherif (110); 2. Dean 

Mascarenhas (67) & Shruptha Padival (69); 3. Karna Kadur (58) & Nikhil Vittal Pai (58). 

INRC 2 Drivers: 1. Rahul Kanthraj & Vivek Y Bhatt (97) 2. Karna Kadur & Nikhil Vittal Pai (75); 3. Younus 

Ilyas & Harish K.N. (58) 

INRC 3 Drivers: 1. Dean Mascarenhas (115) & Shruptha Padival (118); 2. Saddam Ali Sheikh (54); 3. 

Daraius N Shroff (51) 

·Co-drivers Nitin Jacob (54) and Mrinmoy Saha (53) took the second and third places in this category. 

FMSCI 2WD Cup: 1. Chetan Shivram & Rupesh Koley (75); 2. Fabid Ahmer & Sanath G (61); 3. Suraj 

Thomas (48) 

· Co-drivers Suraj M (66) and Thomas Paul 33 took the second and third places. 

 

https://indiablooms.com/sports-details/SN/7871/team-mahindra-adventure-rsquo-s-gaurav-gill-clinches-fifth-inrc-title-triumph.html
https://indiablooms.com/sports-details/SN/7871/team-mahindra-adventure-rsquo-s-gaurav-gill-clinches-fifth-inrc-title-triumph.html
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Gill wins national rally title 

https://www.newkerala.com/news/fullnews-317339.html 

Mahindra Adventures Gaurav Gill annexed his fifth Indian National Rally Championship (INRC) trophy, 

speeding away to a grand victory in the MRF K-1000 Rally here on Sunday. 

Gill underlined his class and control once again, winning all the five Special Stages without having to look 

too much into his rear view mirror.  

He recorded an overall timing of 55 minutes and 41.6 seconds in the 97.26 kilometre race on Sunday, 

almost three minutes ahead of the second finisher, to take his final tally to 100 points. 

Gill, along with co-driver Musa Sherif (110 points), has been unbeaten in this year's tournament, 

romping home in each of the four rounds that he had taken part in.  

He missed Round 4, the Rally of Chikmagalur, as it coincided with his assault on the APRC, but that didn't 

stop him from being crowned the undisputed king. 

"It was a perfect day, a perfect finish for us," Gill said. 

"The first couple of stages were slippery but we managed to handle them well; we controlled the rally 

thereafter," he added. 

Dean Mascarenhas, despite rolling into a ditch in the first Super Stage and falling behind by over 16 

minutes, managed to take the second place in the overall standings. 

Dean (and co-driver Shruptha Padival), who entered the sixth and final round with a slim outside chance 

of upsetting Gill, picked up a puncture in SS2 but hung on to keep pace with the rest of the field in the 

remaining stages.  

But the initial meltdown meant that he finished eighth (third in his category) and could add only four 

points to his final tally. 

It didn't affect him in his category though, as he had already sealed the INRC 3 trophy in the last round 

itself. 

Defending INRC champion Karna Kadur, however, took advantage of his bad luck and familiar home 

conditions to force his way to the third position in the K-1000. 

It ensured him two podium finishes too, the second place in his INRC 2 category and the third place in 

the overall Championship.  

https://www.newkerala.com/news/fullnews-317339.html


 

Arjun Rao finally showed his true class, taking the second place in the rally but he had to be content with 

a sixth-place finish in the Championship thanks to DNFS in three rounds. 

As expected, Rahul Kanthraj claimed the INRC 2 trophy, despite finishing third (fourth overall) in his 

category.  

The only one who could have upstaged him, Younus Ilyas, pulled out during SS4 to fade out of his 

Championship battle with Rahul. He eventually had to settle for the third place, with Karna jumping a 

place to take the second position. 

The FMSCI 2WD Cup was taken by Chetan Shivram and Rupesh Kholay, as they posted one more victory 

here. 

Defending K-1000 champion Amittrajit Ghosh, who was hovering in the 3rd to 5th position all the way, 

crashed in the sixth and final stage to take the fifth place overall. His car got completely smashed but he 

and his co-driver, Ashwin Naik, got away with minor injuries.  
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Gill wins national rally title 

http://www.5dariyanews.com/news/216145-Gill-wins-national-rally-title 

Mahindra Adventures Gaurav Gill annexed his fifth Indian National Rally Championship (INRC) trophy, 

speeding away to a grand victory in the MRF K-1000 Rally here on Sunday. 

Gill underlined his class and control once again, winning all the five Special Stages without having to look 

too much into his rear view mirror.  

He recorded an overall timing of 55 minutes and 41.6 seconds in the 97.26 kilometre race on Sunday, 

almost three minutes ahead of the second finisher, to take his final tally to 100 points. 

Gill, along with co-driver Musa Sherif (110 points), has been unbeaten in this year's tournament, 

romping home in each of the four rounds that he had taken part in.  

He missed Round 4, the Rally of Chikmagalur, as it coincided with his assault on the APRC, but that didn't 

stop him from being crowned the undisputed king. 

"It was a perfect day, a perfect finish for us," Gill said. 

"The first couple of stages were slippery but we managed to handle them well; we controlled the rally 

thereafter," he added. 

Dean Mascarenhas, despite rolling into a ditch in the first Super Stage and falling behind by over 16 

minutes, managed to take the second place in the overall standings. 

Dean (and co-driver Shruptha Padival), who entered the sixth and final round with a slim outside chance 

of upsetting Gill, picked up a puncture in SS2 but hung on to keep pace with the rest of the field in the 

remaining stages.  

But the initial meltdown meant that he finished eighth (third in his category) and could add only four 

points to his final tally. 

It didn't affect him in his category though, as he had already sealed the INRC 3 trophy in the last round 

itself. 

Defending INRC champion Karna Kadur, however, took advantage of his bad luck and familiar home 

conditions to force his way to the third position in the K-1000. 

It ensured him two podium finishes too, the second place in his INRC 2 category and the third place in 

the overall Championship.  

http://www.5dariyanews.com/news/216145-Gill-wins-national-rally-title


 

Arjun Rao finally showed his true class, taking the second place in the rally but he had to be content with 

a sixth-place finish in the Championship thanks to DNFS in three rounds. 

As expected, Rahul Kanthraj claimed the INRC 2 trophy, despite finishing third (fourth overall) in his 

category.  

The only one who could have upstaged him, Younus Ilyas, pulled out during SS4 to fade out of his 

Championship battle with Rahul. He eventually had to settle for the third place, with Karna jumping a 

place to take the second position. 

The FMSCI 2WD Cup was taken by Chetan Shivram and Rupesh Kholay, as they posted one more victory 

here. 

Defending K-1000 champion Amittrajit Ghosh, who was hovering in the 3rd to 5th position all the way, 

crashed in the sixth and final stage to take the fifth place overall. His car got completely smashed but he 

and his co-driver, Ashwin Naik, got away with minor injuries.  
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Team Mahindra adventure’s Gaurav Gill clinches fifth INRC Title Triumph 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/other-sports/gaurav-gill-wins-k-1000-rally-clinches-fifth-indian-

national-rally-championship/story-0NylwgenQW6RGCDgtn0GyI.html 

 

Mahindra Adventure’s Gaurav Gill annexed his fifth MRF-FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 

trophy as he sped away to a grand victory in the MRF 43rd K-1000 Rally, here today. 

The three-time APRC champion underlined his class and control once again, winning all the five special 

stages without having to look too much into his rear view mirror. He recorded an overall timing of 

00:55:41.6 minutes, almost three minutes ahead of the second finisher, to take his final tally to a perfect 

100 points. 

READ | Dakar Rally 2018: CS Santosh finishes career-best 35th, Carlos Sainz wins car section 

Gill, along with co-driver Musa Sherif (110 points), has been unbeaten in the MRF INRC 2017, romping 

home in each of the four rounds that he had taken part in. He missed round 4, the Rally of Chikmagalur, 

as it coincided with his assault on the APRC, but that didn’t stop him from being crowned the 

undisputed king. 

“It was a perfect day, a perfect finish for us,” Gill said. 

“The first couple of stages were slippery but we managed to handle them well; we controlled the rally 

thereafter,” he added. 

READ | Dakar Rally: Matthias Walkner a stage away from winning, Carlos Sainz on top in cars 

INRC 3 champion Dean Mascarenhas, despite rolling into a ditch in the first Super Stage and falling 

behind by over 16 minutes, managed to take the second place in the overall standings. 

Dean (and Shruptha Padival), who entered the sixth and final round with a slim outside chance of 

upsetting Gill, picked up a puncture in SS2 too but hung on to keep pace with the rest of the field in the 

remaining stages. 

But the initial meltdown meant that he finished eighth (3rd in his category) and could add only four 

points to his final tally. 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/other-sports/gaurav-gill-wins-k-1000-rally-clinches-fifth-indian-national-rally-championship/story-0NylwgenQW6RGCDgtn0GyI.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/other-sports/gaurav-gill-wins-k-1000-rally-clinches-fifth-indian-national-rally-championship/story-0NylwgenQW6RGCDgtn0GyI.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/other-sports/cs-santosh-notches-best-ever-performance-becomes-first-indian-to-finish-dakar-rally-thrice/story-k3dcLsZXnHfkP7ZoQdmckN.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/other-sports/dakar-rally-matthias-walkner-a-stage-away-from-winning-carlos-sainz-on-top-in-cars/story-sXJvRKbKVMAanHnVz9GKlO.html


 

It didn’t affect him in his category though, as he had already sealed the INRC 3 trophy in the last round 

itself. 

READ | Williams’ Sergey Sirotkin says lack of Formula One experience ‘won’t be a problem’ 

Defending INRC champion Karna Kadur, however, took advantage of familiar home conditions to force 

his way to the third position in the K-1000. It ensured him two podium finishes too, the second place in 

his INRC 2 category and the third place in the overall Championship. 

Arjun Rao finally showed his true class, taking the second place in the rally but he had to be content with 

a sixth-place finish in the Championship. 

As expected, Rahul Kanthraj claimed the INRC 2 trophy, despite finishing third (fourth overall) in his 

category. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/other-sports/williams-sergey-sirotkin-says-lack-of-formula-one-experience-won-t-be-a-problem/story-Xm7tunu7JETqly089N4BYP.html
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Gaurav Gill wins Round 3 of INRC 

http://www.theautomotiveindia.com/forums/4x4s-off-road-adventures/33533-mahindra-adventure-

wins-indian-national-rally-championship-2017-a.html 

Rally legend Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure sealed his fifth MRF-FMSCI Indian National Rally 

Championship title with victory in the 43rd K-1000 Rally in Bangalore on Sunday, January 21, 2018. 

 

Gill, also a three-time winner of the Asia Pacific Rally Championship, and co-driver Musa Sherif 

dominated the event in their XUV 500, remaining unbeaten across each of the five special stages, with 

an overall time of 55 minutes, 41.6 seconds. 

 

Meanwhile Team Mahindra Adventure also clinched the ‘Constructor’s Trophy’ for the 2017 INRC 

season. 

 

Gill’s margin of superiority over the competition in the K-1000 was perhaps fitting, given that he has 

won every round of the INRC this year, with the exception of the Rally of Chikmagalur, which clashed 

with a round of the APRC. 

 

It also allowed him to cement his place as the Indian National Rally Champion ahead of Dean 

Mascarenhas. 

 

Final Tally: 

 

MRF FMSCI INRC 2017 Championship 

 

· INRC Drivers: Team Mahindra Adventure 1. Gaurav Gill (100 points) & Musa Sherif (110); 2. Dean 

Mascarenhas (67) & Shruptha Padival (69); 3. Karna Kadur (58) & Nikhil Vittal Pai (58). 

 

· INRC 2 Drivers: 1. Rahul Kanthraj & Vivek Y Bhatt (97) 2. Karna Kadur & Nikhil Vittal Pai (75); 3. Younus 

Ilyas & Harish K.N. (58) 

 

· INRC 3 Drivers: 1. Dean Mascarenhas (115) & Shruptha Padival (118); 2. Saddam Ali Sheikh (54); 3. 

Daraius N Shroff (51) 

 

· **Co-drivers Nitin Jacob (54) and Mrinmoy Saha (53) took the second and third places in this category. 

http://www.theautomotiveindia.com/forums/4x4s-off-road-adventures/33533-mahindra-adventure-wins-indian-national-rally-championship-2017-a.html
http://www.theautomotiveindia.com/forums/4x4s-off-road-adventures/33533-mahindra-adventure-wins-indian-national-rally-championship-2017-a.html


 

 

· FMSCI 2WD Cup: 1. Chetan Shivram & Rupesh Koley (75); 2. Fabid Ahmer & Sanath G (61); 3. Suraj 

Thomas (48) 

 

· **Co-drivers Suraj M (66) and Thomas Paul 33 took the second and third places.  
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Team Mahindra Adventure wins fifth INRC title 

http://www.autoguideindia.com/detail-Team_Mahindra_Adventure_wins_fifth_INRC_title.htm 

 

Rally legend Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure won his fifth MRF-FMSCI Indian National Rally 

Championship title with a splendid victory in the 43rd K-1000 Rally held in Bangalore recently.  

  

Gill, a three-time winner of the Asia Pacific Rally Championship, and co-driver Musa Sherif dominated 

the event in their Mahindra XUV500, remaining unbeaten across each of the five special stages, with an 

overall time of 55 minutes, 41.6 seconds. 

  

Meanwhile Team Mahindra Adventure also clinched the Constructor’s Trophy for the 2017 INRC season. 

  

Gill’s margin of superiority over the competition in the K-1000 was perhaps fitting, given that he has 

won every round of the INRC this year, with the exception of the Rally of Chikmagalur, which clashed 

with a round of the APRC. It also allowed Gill to cement his place as the Indian National Rally Champion 

ahead of Dean Mascarenhas. 
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Gill wins national rally title 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ians/gill-wins-national-rally-title-

118012100737_1.html 

 

Mahindra Adventures Gaurav Gill annexed his fifth Indian National Rally Championship (INRC) trophy, 

speeding away to a grand victory in the MRF K-1000 Rally here on Sunday. 

Gill underlined his class and control once again, winning all the five Special Stages without having to look 

too much into his rear view mirror. 

He recorded an overall timing of 55 minutes and 41.6 seconds in the 97.26 kilometre race on Sunday, 

almost three minutes ahead of the second finisher, to take his final tally to 100 points. 

Gill, along with co-driver Musa Sherif (110 points), has been unbeaten in this year's tournament, 

romping home in each of the four rounds that he had taken part in. 

He missed Round 4, the Rally of Chikmagalur, as it coincided with his assault on the APRC, but that didn't 

stop him from being crowned the undisputed king. 

"It was a perfect day, a perfect finish for us," Gill said. 

"The first couple of stages were slippery but we managed to handle them well; we controlled the rally 

thereafter," he added. 

Dean Mascarenhas, despite rolling into a ditch in the first Super Stage and falling behind by over 16 

minutes, managed to take the second place in the overall standings. 

Dean (and co-driver Shruptha Padival), who entered the sixth and final round with a slim outside chance 

of upsetting Gill, picked up a puncture in SS2 but hung on to keep pace with the rest of the field in the 

remaining stages. 

But the initial meltdown meant that he finished eighth (third in his category) and could add only four 

points to his final tally. 

It didn't affect him in his category though, as he had already sealed the INRC 3 trophy in the last round 

itself. 

Defending INRC champion Karna Kadur, however, took advantage of his bad luck and familiar home 

conditions to force his way to the third position in the K-1000. 
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It ensured him two podium finishes too, the second place in his INRC 2 category and the third place in 

the overall Championship. 

Arjun Rao finally showed his true class, taking the second place in the rally but he had to be content with 

a sixth-place finish in the Championship thanks to DNFS in three rounds. 

As expected, Rahul Kanthraj claimed the INRC 2 trophy, despite finishing third (fourth overall) in his 

category. 

The only one who could have upstaged him, Younus Ilyas, pulled out during SS4 to fade out of his 

Championship battle with Rahul. 

He eventually had to settle for the third place, with Karna jumping a place to take the second position. 

The FMSCI 2WD Cup was taken by Chetan Shivram and Rupesh Kholay, as they posted one more victory 

here. 

Defending K-1000 champion Amittrajit Ghosh, who was hovering in the 3rd to 5th position all the way, 

crashed in the sixth and final stage to take the fifth place overall. His car got completely smashed but he 

and his co-driver, Ashwin Naik, got away with minor injuries. 
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Gaurav Gill wins K-1000, clinches fifth MRF FMSCI INRC title 

 
http://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/gaurav-gill-wins-k-1000-clinches-fifth-mrf-fmsci-

inrc-title-118012100636_1.html 

 

Mahindra Adventure's Gaurav Gill annexed his fifth MRF-FMSCI Indian National Racing Championship 

trophy as he sped away to a grand victory in the MRF 43rd K-1000 Rally, here today.The three-time 

APRC champion underlined his class and control once again, winning all the five special stages without 

having to look too much into his rearview mirror. He recorded an overall timing of 00:55:41.6 minutes, 

almost three minutes ahead of the second finisher, to take his final tally to a perfect 100 points.Gill, 

along with co-driver Musa Sherif (110 points), has been unbeaten in the MRF INRC 2017, romping home 

in each of the four rounds that he had taken part in. 

He missed round 4, the Rally of Chikmagalur, as it coincided with his assault on the APRC, but that didn't 

stop him from being crowned the undisputed king."It was a perfect day, a perfect finish for us," Gill 

said."The first couple of stages were slippery but we managed to handle them well; we controlled the 

rally thereafter," he added.INRC 3 champion Dean Mascarenhas, despite rolling into a ditch in the first 

Super Stage and falling behind by over 16 minutes, managed to take the second place in the overall 

standings.Dean (and Shruptha Padival), who entered the sixth and final round with a slim outside chance 

of upsetting Gill, picked up a puncture in SS2 too but hung on to keep pace with the rest of the field in 

the remaining stages.But the initial meltdown meant that he finished eighth (3rd in his category) and 

could add only four points to his final tally.It didn't affect him in his category though, as he had already 

sealed the INRC 3 trophy in the last round itself.Defending INRC champion Karna Kadur, however, took 

advantage of familiar home conditions to force his way to the third position in the K-1000. It ensured 

him two podium finishes too, the second place in his INRC 2 category and the third place in the overall 

Championship.Arjun Rao finally showed his true class, taking the second place in the rally but he had to 

be content with a sixth-place finish in the Championship.As expected, Rahul Kanthraj claimed the INRC 2 

trophy, despite finishing third (fourth overall) in his category. 
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Gaurav Gill Wins K1000 Rally, Takes Second 2017 Title After APRC Crown 

 

http://www.thecitizen.in/index.php/en/NewsDetail/index/11/12827/Gaurav-Gill-Wins-K1000-Rally-

Takes-Second-2017-Title-After-APRC-Crown 

 

 Indian veteran rallyist Gaurav Gill has been on a roll in the year 2017. First, the 34-year-old successfully 

defended the FIA Asia Pacific Rally Championship title and now he has followed it up with a 

championship win in the 2017 Indian National Rally Championship. 

 

Gill dominated the 2017 National Championship driving the Mahindra XUV500 with co-driver Musa 

Sherif for the Mahindra Adventure team. The New Delhi-based driver started off the season with a 

handsome win in Rally of Coimbatore. 

 

He made it two in a row in the Rally of Jaipur, but had to miss the next Coffee Day Rally in Chikmagalur 

as he was racing in the international APRC event. But he returned to the INRC fold in the Rally of 

Arunachal, where he claimed his third win of the season, inching closer to the title. 

 

Due to postponements, the 2017 finale was pushed into the year 2018, but Gill remained unfazed and 

took his fifth National title after winning the K1000 Rally in Karnataka on Sunday. Such was Gill’s 

dominance that he won all the four rounds he competed in to score a perfect 100 points. 

 

“It was a perfect day, a perfect finish for us,” Gill said after the win in K1000 Rally. “The first couple of 

stages were slippery but we managed to handle them well, we controlled the rally thereafter,” he added 

with a beaming smile. 

 

Finishing second overall was INRC3 class champion Dean Mascarenhas with co-driver Shruptha Padival 

in the Mitsubishi Cedia. Mascarenhas had a good 2017, but could only manage ninth place in the K1000 

Rally after enduring a crash in Stage 1 and a puncture in Stage 2. 

 

Meanwhile, third position went to INRC2 class runner-up Karna Kadur with co-driver Nikhil Pai. The 

defending INRC champion had a mixed year driving the Volkswagen Polo, which included a win in the 

Coffee Day Rally. The INRC2 class win went to Rahul Kanthraj with co-driver Vivek Y Bhatt driving the 

Mitsubishi Cedia. 
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For Gill, the INRC title-win is a nice icing on the cake after his triumphant 2017 APRC season, where he 

faced a stiff competition from his Team MRF teammate Ole Christian Veiby in the five rallies - both 

driving the same Skoda R5 car. 

 

Gill started the season with a win in New Zealand, but Veiby fought back to win the Australian round. 

The Norwegian WRC2 driver took victory in Malaysia as well to pile on the pressure on Gill, especially 

with the cancelation of the Chinese round. 

 

But Gill put his best foot forward to win in Japan, keeping his championship chances alive. It was then 

delivering a dominant performance in his home rally in India to retain the title – winning the APRC 

crown for the third time in his career after 2013 and 2016. 

 

Such has been his performances that Gill has been widely tipped by many that he deserves a shot in the 

FIA World Rally Championship. But lack of budget has always hurt his chances with manufacturers 

opting for home-grown talents or drivers coming in with some financial backing. 

 

However, it seems like Gill’s dreams may finally come true in 2018 with reports suggesting that the 

Indian will compete in few selected rounds in the WRC2 category of the world championship for Czech 

manufacturer Skoda, with whom he races in APRC. 
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Mahindra Adventure Wins Indian National Rally Championship 2017 

http://www.news18.com/news/auto/mahindra-adventure-wins-indian-national-rally-championship-

2017-1640847.html 

Rally legend Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure sealed his fifth MRF-FMSCI Indian National Rally 

Championship title with victory in the 43rd K-1000 Rally in Bangalore on Sunday, January 21, 2018. Gill, 

also a three-time winner of the Asia Pacific Rally Championship, and co-driver Musa Sherif dominated 

the event in their XUV 500, remaining unbeaten across each of the five special stages, with an overall 

time of 55 minutes, 41.6 seconds. 

 

Meanwhile, Team Mahindra Adventure also clinched the ‘Constructor’s Trophy’ for the 2017 INRC 

season. Gill’s margin of superiority over the competition in the K-1000 was perhaps fitting, given that he 

has won every round of the INRC this year, with the exception of the Rally of Chikmagalur, which clashed 

with a round of the APRC. 

It also allowed him to cement his place as the Indian National Rally Champion ahead of Dean 

Mascarenhas. 
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Gill Wins Fifth INRC Crown 

http://www.rallystar.net/gill-wins-fifth-inrc-crown/ 

 
Mahindra Adventure’s Gaurav Gill clinched his fifth MRF FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 

trophy after winning the MRF 43rd K-1000 Rally here on Sunday.The three-time Asia Pacific Rally 

Championship winner claimed all the five Special Stages. He recorded an overall timing of 00:55:41.6 

minutes, almost three minutes ahead of the second-placed Arjun Rao, to take his final tally to a perfect 

100 points. 

Gaurav Gill 

http://www.rallystar.net/gill-wins-fifth-inrc-crown/


 

INRC 3 champion Dean Mascarenhas, despite rolling into a ditch in the first Super Stage and falling 

behind by over 16 minutes, managed to take second place in the overall standings. 

Dean (and Shruptha Padival) picked up a puncture in SS2 too but hung on to keep pace with the rest of 

the field in the remaining stages. Though the initial meltdown meant that he finished eighth (3rd in his 

category) and could add only four points to his final tally. 

Defending INRC champion Karna Kadur, however, took advantage of familiar home conditions to force 

his way to the third position in the K-1000. It ensured him two podium finishes too, the second place in 

his INRC 2 category and the third place in the overall championship. 

Rao took the second place in the rally but he had to be content with a sixth-place finish in the 

Championship thanks to DNFS in three rounds. 

Rahul Kanthraj claimed the INRC 2 trophy, despite finishing third (fourth overall) in his category. 

Overall rankings: MRF FMSCI INRC: Gaurav Gill (100 points) & Musa Sherif (110), 1; Dean Mascarenhas 

(67) & Shruptha Padival (69), 2; Karna Kadur (58) & Nikhil Vittal Pai (58), 3. 

INRC 2: Rahul Kanthraj & Vivek Y Bhatt (97), 1; Karna Kadur & Nikhil Vittal Pai (75), 2; Younus Ilyas & 

Harish KN (58), 3. 

INRC 3: Dean Mascarenhas (115) & 3Shruptha Padival (118), 1; Saddam Ali Sheikh (54), 2; Daraius N 

Shroff (51), 3. 

**Co-drivers Nitin Jacob (54) and Mrinmoy Saha (53) took the second and third places in this category. 
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Gaurav Gill bags his fifth INRC trophy 
 
http://www.topgear.com/india/car-news/gaurav-gill-bags-his-fifth-inrc-
trophy/itemid-50 
 
Team Mahindra Adventure emerged victorious by winning all five stages of MRF’s 43rd K-1000 Rally. 

This victory saw Gaurav Gill lifting his fifth Indian National Racing Championship trophy. 

Gaurav Gill and his co-driver Musa Sherif were behind the wheel of a rally prepped Mahindra XUV 500 

and the team completed the rally in 55 minutes 41 seconds. The points were tallied and Gaurav Gill 

scored 100 points while Musa Sherif obtained 110 points. 

The duo raced together in four stages of the championship, while Gaurav missed the rally of 

Chikmagalur. That's because he was racing at APRC and he won his third championship title. 

Dean Mascarenhas and Shruptha Padival secured the second position overall, despite rolling into a ditch 

at the first super stage which cost him 16 minutes. At the final stage, Dean gave tough competition to 

Gill until his car suffered a puncture. Overall Dean and his co-driver secured the first position in the INRC 

3 category. Karna Kadur managed to bag the third position in the rally, this also helped him achieve the 

second position in the INRC 2 category. 

MRF FMSCI INRC 2017 Championship (Final tally) 

INRC Drivers: 

1. Gaurav Gill (100) & Musa Sherif (110) 

2. Dean Mascarenhas (67) & Shruptha Padival (69) 

3. Karna Kadur (58) & Nikhil Vittal Pai (58). 

INRC 2 Drivers: 

1. Rahul Kanthraj & Vivek Y Bhatt (97) 

2. Karna Kadur ÂÂ & Nikhil Vittal Pai (75) 

3. Younus Ilyas & Harish K.N. (58) 
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INRC 3 Drivers: 

1. Dean Mascarenhas (115) & Shruptha Padival (118) 

2. Saddam Ali Sheikh (54) 

3. Daraius N Shroff (51) 

Co-drivers: Nitin Jacob (54) and Mrinmoy Saha (53) took the second and third places respectively in the 

above category. 
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Gaurav Gill eases to INRC title after securing a victory in the MRF K-1000 Rally 

 
https://www.mykhel.com/motorsport/gaurav-gill-eases-inrc-title-after-mrf-k-1000-rally-079320.html 

 

Mahindra Adventures Gaurav Gill annexed his fifth Indian National Rally Championship (INRC) trophy, 

speeding away to a grand victory in the MRF K-1000 Rally here on Sunday. 

Gill underlined his class and control once again, winning all the five Special Stages without having to look 

too much into his rear view mirror. 

He recorded an overall timing of 55 minutes and 41.6 seconds in the 97.26 kilometre race on Sunday, 

almost three minutes ahead of the second finisher, to take his final tally to 100 points. 

Gill, along with co-driver Musa Sherif (110 points), has been unbeaten in this year's tournament, 

romping home in each of the four rounds that he had taken part in. 

He missed Round 4, the Rally of Chikmagalur, as it coincided with his assault on the APRC, but that didn't 

stop him from being crowned the undisputed king. 

"It was a perfect day, a perfect finish for us," Gill said. 

"The first couple of stages were slippery but we managed to handle them well; we controlled the rally 

thereafter," he added. 

Dean Mascarenhas, despite rolling into a ditch in the first Super Stage and falling behind by over 16 

minutes, managed to take the second place in the overall standings. 

Dean (and co-driver Shruptha Padival), who entered the sixth and final round with a slim outside chance 

of upsetting Gill, picked up a puncture in SS2 but hung on to keep pace with the rest of the field in the 

remaining stages. 

But the initial meltdown meant that he finished eighth (third in his category) and could add only four 

points to his final tally. 

It didn't affect him in his category though, as he had already sealed the INRC 3 trophy in the last round 

itself. 
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Defending INRC champion Karna Kadur, however, took advantage of his bad luck and familiar home 

conditions to force his way to the third position in the K-1000. 

It ensured him two podium finishes too, the second place in his INRC 2 category and the third place in 

the overall Championship. 

Arjun Rao finally showed his true class, taking the second place in the rally but he had to be content with 

a sixth-place finish in the Championship thanks to DNFS in three rounds. 

As expected, Rahul Kanthraj claimed the INRC 2 trophy, despite finishing third (fourth overall) in his 

category. 

The only one who could have upstaged him, Younus Ilyas, pulled out during SS4 to fade out of his 

Championship battle with Rahul. 

He eventually had to settle for the third place, with Karna jumping a place to take the second position. 

The FMSCI 2WD Cup was taken by Chetan Shivram and Rupesh Kholay, as they posted one more victory 

here. 

Defending K-1000 champion Amittrajit Ghosh, who was hovering in the 3rd to 5th position all the way, 

crashed in the sixth and final stage to take the fifth place overall. His car got completely smashed but he 

and his co-driver, Ashwin Naik, got away with minor injuries. 
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Gaurav Gill wins MRF fmsci K-1000, clinches fifth National title: Indian National 

Rally Championship 

http://indiainf1.com/non-f1/gaurav-gill-wins-k-1000-clinches-fifth-mrf-fmsci-inrc-title/ 

 
King of Indian Motorsports, Gaurav Gill of Mahindra Adventure annexed his fifth National title winning 

the premier class of the MRF Indian National Rally Championship (INRC) 2017 at the MRF 43rd K-1000 

Rally, the sixth and final round of the INRC here, about 100 km from Bengaluru, on Sunday. The two-day 

National Championship round was organised by Karnataka Motor Sports Club (KMSC) under the aegis of 

Federation of Motor Sports Clubs of India (fmsci) and is promoted by Ramakrishna Race Performance 

Management (RRPM) of Kolkata. Incidentally this is also the fifth K1000 title for both Gill and Sherif. 

The Chennai round of the INRC was canceled due to inclement weather and the Rally of Arunachal was 

postponed thereby pushing the K1000 round and the championship in 2018. 

The New Delhi based, Gill, a three-time APRC champion underlined his class and control once again, 

winning all the five Special Stages recording an overall timing of 00:55:41.6 minutes, a 2 minute-45 

second lead ahead of second finisher Arjun Rao Aroor, to take his final tally to a perfect 100 points. 

Gill, along with co-driver Musa Sherif (110 points), has been unbeaten in the MRF INRC 2017, romping 

home in each of the four rounds that they had taken part in. He missed Round 4, the Rally of 

Chikmagalur, as it coincided with his assault on the APRC title, but that didn’t stop him from being 

crowned the undisputed king in the domestic arena. “It was a perfect day, a perfect finish for us,” Gill 

said, shortly after his coronation once again. “The first couple of stages were slippery but we managed 

to handle them well; we controlled the rally thereafter,” he added talking about the controlled 

aggression he displayed to conquer the fast and speedy terrain which was also tricky due to the pebbles, 

ditches, and grass. N Leelakrishnan with seven National titles and Naren Kumar with six are the only 

other drivers who have won INRC more times. 

INRC 3 champion Dean Mascarenhas, despite rolling into a ditch in the first run of the Alpha Special 

Stage and falling behind by over 27 minutes, managed to take the second place in the overall standings 

by 16 minutes. 

Dean (and Shruptha Padival), who entered the sixth and final round with a slim outside chance of 

upsetting Gill, picked up a puncture in SS2 too but hung on to keep pace with the rest of the field in the 

remaining stages. But the initial meltdown meant that he finished 8th (3rd in this category) and could 

http://indiainf1.com/non-f1/gaurav-gill-wins-k-1000-clinches-fifth-mrf-fmsci-inrc-title/


 

add only 4 points to his final tally. It didn’t affect him in this category though, as he had already sealed 

the INRC 3 trophy in the last round itself. 

Defending INRC champion Karna Kadur, however, took advantage of Dean’s bad luck and familiar home 

conditions to force his way to the third position in the K-1000. It ensured him two podium finishes too, 

the second place in his INRC 2 category and the third place in the overall  Championship. 

Arjun Rao finally showed his true class, taking the second place in the rally but he had to be content with 

a sixth-place finish in the Championship thanks to DNFs in three rounds. 

As expected, Rahul Kanthraj and co-driver Vivek Bhat claimed the INRC 2 trophy, despite finishing third 

(fourth overall) in this category. 

The only one who could have upstaged him, Younus Ilyas, pulled out during SS4 to fade out of his 

Championship battle with Rahul. He eventually had to settle for the third place, with Karna jumping a 

place to take the second position. 

The FMSCI 2WD Cup was taken by Chetan Shivram and Rupesh Kholay, as they posted one more victory 

here. 

Defending K-1000 champion Amittrajit Ghosh, who was hovering in the 3rd to 5th position all the way, 

crashed at the finish, in the sixth and final stage to take the overall fifth place. His car got completely 

smashed but he and his co-driver, Ashwin Naik, got away with minor injuries. Ghosh was stuck between 

the seat and the steering wheel and had to be extricated after an hour or so. He escaped with minor 

bruises and knees pains. The full medical report is awaited. 

INRC Ranking for the National title: INRC Drivers: 1. Gaurav Gill (100 points) & Musa Sherif (110); 2. Dean 

Mascarenhas (67) & Shruptha Padival (69); 3. Karna Kadur (58) & Nikhil Vittal Pai (58). 

INRC 2 Drivers: 1. Rahul Kanthraj & Vivek Y Bhatt (97) 2. Karna Kadur  & Nikhil Vittal Pai (75); 3. Younus 

Ilyas & Harish K.N. (58) 

INRC 3 Drivers: 1. Dean Mascarenhas (115) & Shruptha Padival (118); 2. Saddam Ali Sheikh (54) ; 3. 

Daraius N Shroff (51). 

INRC 3 co-drivers: 1. Shruptha Padival (118); 2. Nitin Jacob (54) and  3. Mrinmoy Saha (53) 

FMSCI 2WD Cup Drivers: 1. Chetan Shivram (75); 2. Fabid Ahmer (61); 3. Suraj Thomas (48). 

FMSCI 2WD Cup Co-Drivers: 1. Rupesh Koley (75); 2. Suraj M (66) and 3. Thomas Paul (33). 

K-1000 Provisional Unaudited Results: INRC: 1. Gaurav Gill & Musa Sherif (00:48:14.1); 2. Arjuna Rao 

& Satish Rajagopal (00:50:18.2); 3. Karna Kadur & Nikhil Pai (00:51:10.3) 

INRC 2: Karna Kadur  & Nikhil V Pai (00:51:10.3); 2. G.B. Girijashankar Joshy & Chandramouli M 

(00:52:03.6); 3. Rahul Kanthraj & Vivek Y Bhatt (00:52:54.2) 

INRC 3: 1. Vikram Rao Aroor & Somayya (00:52:55.2); 2. Saddam Ali Saikh & Abhijeet Singh (00:56:22.8); 

3. Chandan M Gowda & Vinay P.M. (01:03:43.5) 



 

FMSCI 2WD Cup: 1. Chetan Shivram & Rupesh Koley (00:55:19.2); 2. Fabid Ahmer & Sanath G 

(00:55:35.8); 3. Asad Khan  & Gautam C.P. (00:56:08.8). 
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INRC 2017: Gaurav Gill And Co-driver Musa Sherif Seal Fifth National Title 

With Win At K-1000 Rally 

 
http://www.republicworld.com/sports-news/motor-racing-news/inrc-2017-gaurav-gill-and-

co-driver-musa-sherif-seal-fifth-national-title-with-win-at-k-1000-rally 

 

Mahindra Adventure's Gaurav Gill and co-driver Musa Sherif have won their fifth Indian National Rally 

Championship  crown after triumphing in the K-1000 in Bangalore today, the final round of the 2017 

INRC season. 

Gill took part in only four of the six rounds of a season in which the final round had to be pushed to as 

late as January because of inclement weather related cancellations and postponments. One of the 

rounds he missed was the India Rally in Chikmagalur where the INRC was a supporting category to the 

FIA Asia Pacific Rally Championship's final round for 2017. Gill won that rally in the APRC class to clinch 

his third APRC title.  

Gill won all four of those rounds for Mahindra Adventure, with whom he has been competing in cross-

country rallying and the INRC since 2012. 

INRC 3 champion Dean Mascarenhas, despite rolling into a ditch in the first Super Stage and falling 

behind by over 16 minutes, managed to take the second place in the overall standings. Defending INRC 

champion Karna Kadur, however, took advantage familiar home conditions to force his way to the third 

position in the K-1000. His second podium finish helped him secure second place in the INRC 2 category 

and third place in the overall Championship. 

Rahul Kanthraj claimed the INRC 2 title. The only driver who could have upstaged him, Younus Ilyas, 

pulled out during the rally's fourth special stage. The FMSCI 2WD Cup was taken by Chetan Shivram and 

Rupesh Kholay. Defending K-1000 winner Amittrajit Ghosh crashed in the sixth and final stage. His car 

was heavily damaged but he and his co-driver, Ashwin Naik, walked away with minor injuries. 
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MRF FMSCI INRC: Mahindra Adventure’s Gaurav Gill Clinches Fifth INRC Title 

Triumph 

http://www.autohaat.com/mahindra-adventures-gaurav-gill-clinches-fifth-inrc-title-triumph/ 

Rally legend Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure sealed his fifth MRF FMSCI INRC (Indian National 

Rally Championship) title with victory in the 43rd K-1000 Rally in Bangalore last weekend. 

Gill, also a three-time winner of the Asia Pacific Rally Championship, and co-driver Musa Sherif 

dominated the event in their XUV 500, remaining unbeaten across each of the five special stages, with 

an overall time of 55 minutes, 41.6 seconds. 

 

MRF FMSCI INRC Gaurav Gill 

Meanwhile Team Mahindra Adventure also clinched the ‘Constructor’s Trophy’ for the 2017 INRC 

season. Gill’s margin of superiority over the competition in the K-1000 was perhaps fitting, given that he 

has won every round of the INRC this year, with the exception of the Rally of Chikmagalur, which clashed 

http://www.autohaat.com/mahindra-adventures-gaurav-gill-clinches-fifth-inrc-title-triumph/


 

with a round of the APRC. It also allowed him to cement his place as the Indian National Rally Champion 

ahead of Dean Mascarenhas. 

Final Tally: MRF FMSCI INRC 2017 Championship 

 INRC Drivers: Team Mahindra Adventure 1. Gaurav Gill (100 points) & Musa Sherif (110); 2. Dean 

Mascarenhas (67) & Shruptha Padival (69); 3. Karna Kadur (58) & Nikhil Vittal Pai (58). 

 INRC 2 Drivers: 1. Rahul Kanthraj & Vivek Y Bhatt (97) 2. Karna Kadur & Nikhil Vittal Pai (75); 3. 

Younus Ilyas & Harish K.N. (58) 

 INRC 3 Drivers: 1. Dean Mascarenhas (115) & Shruptha Padival (118); 2. Saddam Ali Sheikh (54); 

3. Daraius N Shroff (51) 
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Gill wins 5th MRF Indian National Rally Championship title 

http://www.sportzpower.com/node/2891 

Mahindra Adventure's Gaurav Gill clinched his fifth MRF FMSCI Indian National Rally Championship 

trophy after winning the MRF 43rd K-1000 Rally here on Sunday. 

The three-time Asia Pacific Rally Championship winner claimed all the five Special Stages. He recorded 

an overall timing of 00:55:41.6 minutes, almost three minutes ahead of the second-placed Arjun Rao, to 

take his final tally to a perfect 100 points. 

INRC 3 champion Dean Mascarenhas, despite rolling into a ditch in the first Super Stage and falling 

behind by over 16 minutes, managed to take second place in the overall standings. 

Dean (and Shruptha Padival) picked up a puncture in SS2 too but hung on to keep pace with the rest of 

the field in the remaining stages. Though the initial meltdown meant that he finished eighth (3rd in his 

category) and could add only four points to his final tally. 

Defending INRC champion Karna Kadur, however, took advantage of familiar home conditions to force 

his way to the third position in the K-1000. It ensured him two podium finishes too, the second place in 

his INRC 2 category and the third place in the overall championship. 

Rao took the second place in the rally but he had to be content with a sixth-place finish in the 

Championship thanks to DNFS in three rounds. 

Rahul Kanthraj claimed the INRC 2 trophy, despite finishing third (fourth overall) in his category. 

Overall rankings: MRF FMSCI INRC: Gaurav Gill (100 points) & Musa Sherif (110), 1; Dean Mascarenhas 

(67) & Shruptha Padival (69), 2; Karna Kadur (58) & Nikhil Vittal Pai (58), 3. 

INRC 2: Rahul Kanthraj & Vivek Y Bhatt (97), 1; Karna Kadur & Nikhil Vittal Pai (75), 2; Younus Ilyas & 

Harish KN (58), 3. 

INRC 3: Dean Mascarenhas (115) & 3Shruptha Padival (118), 1; Saddam Ali Sheikh (54), 2; Daraius N 

Shroff (51), 3. 

**Co-drivers Nitin Jacob (54) and Mrinmoy Saha (53) took the second and third places in this category. 
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TEAM MAHINDRA ADVENTURE’S GAURAV GILL CLINCHES FIFTH INRC TITLE TRIUMPH 

https://citytodaynews.wordpress.com/2018/01/24/team-mahindra-adventures-gaurav-gill-clinches-

fifth-inrc-title-triumph/ 

 Rally legend Gaurav Gill of Team Mahindra Adventure sealed his fifth MRF-FMSCI Indian National Rally 

Championship title with victory in the 43rd K-1000 Rally in Bangalore on Sunday, January 21, 2018. 

Gill, also a three-time winner of the Asia Pacific Rally Championship, and co-driver Musa Sherif 

dominated the event in their XUV 500, remaining unbeaten across each of the five special stages, with 

an overall time of 55 minutes, 41.6 seconds. 

Meanwhile Team Mahindra Adventure also clinched the ‘Constructor’s Trophy’ for the 2017 INRC 

season. 

Gill’s margin of superiority over the competition in the K-1000 was perhaps fitting, given that he has 

won every round of the INRC this year, with the exception of the Rally of Chikmagalur, which clashed 

with a round of the APRC. 

It also allowed him to cement his place as the Indian National Rally Champion ahead of Dean 

Mascarenhas. 

Final Tally: 

MRF FMSCI INRC 2017 Championship 

INRC Drivers: Team Mahindra Adventure 1. Gaurav Gill (100 points) & Musa Sherif (110); 2. Dean 

Mascarenhas (67) & Shruptha Padival (69); 3. Karna Kadur (58) & Nikhil Vittal Pai (58). 

INRC 2 Drivers: 1. Rahul Kanthraj & Vivek Y Bhatt (97) 2. Karna Kadur & Nikhil Vittal Pai (75); 3. Younus 

Ilyas & Harish K.N. (58) 

INRC 3 Drivers: 1. Dean Mascarenhas (115) & Shruptha Padival (118); 2. Saddam Ali Sheikh (54); 3. 

Daraius N Shroff (51) 

**Co-drivers Nitin Jacob (54) and Mrinmoy Saha (53) took the second and third places in this category. 

FMSCI 2WD Cup: 1. Chetan Shivram & Rupesh Koley (75); 2. Fabid Ahmer & Sanath G (61); 3. Suraj 

Thomas (48) 

**Co-drivers Suraj M (66) and Thomas Paul 33 took the second and third places. 
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